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Update: We Have a Winner for the #ModSummer Contest!
by ModCloth on 08/04/2014 in Contests

We’ve loved seeing your #ModSummer pics this season! Not only do we encourage you to keep
sharing the stylish inspiration, but we also want to express our appreciation by giving you an
opportunity to win one of three rad prizes.

Here’s how to enter:

1. Upload a summer outfit photo to Style Gallery. You don’t need to include a current ModCloth
item, but it’s certainly encouraged!

2. Tell us about your outfit on Submittable. If you don’t already have a Submittable account, it’s
super easy to sign up, and you can use it to enter future contests, too! Explain why the look in
your Style Gallery photo is perfect for a summer adventure (that’s your ‘story’). Please keep your
entry under 100 words.

3. Submit your entry by 11:59 p.m. PT on August 10.
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Got it? Good. Now, onto the prizes!

We’ll choose a grand prize winner based on creativity, composition, styling, and story to receive
a $200 gift card & our prize pack.

We’ll also select a runner-up will to receive a $75 gift card.

Our community’s most-loved image will be the 3rd winner and receive a $50 gift card.

The winners will be contacted via email, and we’ll post their names here on August 12.

Are you ready to top off your #ModSummer style?

UPDATE: We’re truly grateful for everyone that participated in our #ModSummer Memories
Contest! Thank you so much for sharing your outstanding style and exciting summer adventures
with us. We were absolutely wowed by your creativity! Congratulations to our three winners:

Grand Prize: Alexandra M.
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Vintage Summer Style from Our Community
By ModCloth on 06/24/2015 in Fashion, Style Features

Nothing says summer lovin’ like vivacious vintage fashion! Whichever decade serves as

your inspiration, adding some nostalgic vibes to your standout style guarantees � look

that’s bold and timeless. Take � cue from our community — these mid-century mavens

make � stunning summer statement!
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Our Community Looks ‘Haute’ & Keeps Cool in Marvelous Maxis
By ModCloth on 05/19/2015 in Fashion, Street Style, Style Features, Style Guide

Sometimes it feels like we’ve skipped spring and passed straight into summer. So how do

you keep cool and stay stylish under the suddenly sweltering sun? We went to our

community for inspiration, and the answer was simple: maxi skirts and dresses! Whether

you’re fancying up for � formal, selecting separates for work, or layering for lazy days that

turn into easygoing evenings, floor-length fashions are just as comfortable as they are

eye-catching!
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Our Community Shares Stories About Their Rad Dads
By Ian on 06/17/2015 in Crush-worthy, Lifestyle, Misc., Style Features

With Father’s Day coming up this weekend, now’s the perfect time to celebrate the

dedicated dads and fantastic father figures in our lives. But it can be tough to put into

words just how much they mean to us. Luckily, our awesome community was up to the

challenge! Two rad reviews really caught our eye — each featured heartwarming tidbits

about their dads, so we just had to reach out to Janice and Stacy to learn more…

Janice’s review of the Crème de l� Bohème Dress: 

“I wore this for my wedding yesterday, and I could not be happier with it. During the

reception, I paired it with � cropped yellow cardigan (also from ModCloth!). My shoes

(from ModCloth!) were extremely comfortable… The whole ensemble even survived an

epic father/daughter dance to Led Zeppelin’s ‘Immigrant Song,’ complete with air guitar

and lots of exuberant jumping around.”
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What does music mean to you and your dad? 

My dad introduced me to music. He used to work on our cars in the driveway and blast

Led Zeppelin like we didn’t have neighbors who cared about people playing music at �

respectful volume. He wore his Chuck Taylors around the house and played air guitar as if

he had magically transformed into Eddie Van Halen. By the time I was in third grade, I got

into trouble routinely for singing Frank Zapp� songs aloud in class (which my dad and I

sang together on the way to school). Music was something we always had in common.

No matter how tricky the years became, or how far we lived apart, it was something that

connected us time and time again.

How did this amazing-sounding father/daughter dance at your wedding come about? 

Since I was born, my dad has always loved the song “Butterfly Kisses” by Bob Carlisle. I

knew it was his utmost desire to play it at my wedding as our father/daughter dance, but

I hated that song! As the day drew closer, I spoke with our deejay and asked if we could

somehow figure out � way to make the dance more “us”. We decided to start the dance

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/JaniceandArchie3.jpg
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with “Butterfly Kisses,” and then my deejay would pretend to have � problem with the

sound equipment and play “Immigrant Song”.

Our big moment came, and my dad and I took the dance floor. My dad was crying pretty

hard as his beloved song played. The tissues started coming out during the chorus, and

that’s when I caught our deejay’s eye. Right on cue, the music dropped out like � record

slowing down to � halt. My dad was so confused, and he looked at me right as the iconic

guitar ri� started. Without skipping � beat, we started jumping around, playing some

pretty epic air guitar, and doing some awesome lip-synced vocals, just like we used to

when I was � little girl. Our family and friends started cheering and clapping. My dad

ripped o� his jacket and threw it into the crowd, earning some hearty applause and

laughter.

Over the past few years, I’ve grown to be more like my dad. I’ve taken his loud laugh and

inappropriate sense of humor, and I hope that someday I learn his humility and his

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/JaniceandArchie2.jpg
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courage to face challenges with laughter and joy. I still have many lessons to learn from

him, and those lessons will be the legacy that he leaves for me. That and really, really

good taste in music.

My father-in-law recently passed away very suddenly. He was � man of incredible

courage, having su�ered � long and wearisome battle with schizophreni� and bipolar

disorder. He died � hero, because he never allowed himself to be � victim of his illnesses,

but rather embraced them as � facet of his identity. He viewed life as � chance to use his

wry sense of humor, and often left us breathless with laughter. We will miss his quick wit

and his kind and gentle spirit. Losing him has made me realize what � tremendous

blessing my own father is, and has strengthened our friendship.

Stacy’s review of Why You’re So Awesome: 

“Purchased this for my Dad. My husband, son, and I filled this out, except � few pages so

my Dad’s wife could participate in the coolness of the book. He told me, ‘This book is my

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/JaniceandArchie1.jpg
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new treasure.’  I couldn’t be happier.” 

Can you describe why your dad is so awesome? 

My dad personifies what I believe � parent should be. I was probably not � dream child,

and as an adult I continued to provide him with challenges and issues that now, as �

parent myself, I realize were probably very painful and likely made him question himself

as � parent. There is no time in my almost 43 years of life that I can think of where he

didn’t have � supportive word, � place to stay, advice with � well-thought-out, pragmatic

view, and � snack if needed (usually Oreos and milk, even in my 40s). Things like, “Hey

Dad, I changed my name to Met�,” when I was 13. No questions asked. Just: “Okay, hon.”

He let me be Met� until I tired of it and never said � word about it.

When I was in junior high school, I was caught skipping for literally weeks at � time. I

would come back just in time to take the bus home. One day, while heading to the bus, I

saw my dad’s car waiting in the parking lot at school. I got in. He looked visibly upset and

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/IMG_2571.jpeg
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advised me that he had received � call from the school. I was terrified. He then reached

under the driver’s seat to get something and what he pulled out made one of the biggest

impressions on my life. It was � bouquet of daisies. He handed me the daisies and said,

“I’ve heard that when girls are going through tough times, sometimes flowers help them

to feel better. So I got these for you. I hope you know that whatever is going on, you can

talk to me about it.” Pow. What?! I was dumbfounded. And you know what? We talked

and I stopped. Such an amazing and unconventional approach to skipping school. I did

not take that for granted.

There are too many specific stories about how many times he has been there for me, my

son, and even my pets to write them all down. But he is my hero, my husband’s hero, and

an amazing role model. I am grateful to him eternally for allowing me to be exactly who I

am, however di�erent.

Did he have � favorite entry that you and your family made in the book?  

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Photo-Shoot-0019.jpeg
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Leave � Reply

View all posts by Ian »

His favorite one was: “You make me want to be � more awesome daughter and mother.”

And by that I meant selfless. He is truly � selfless person when it comes to the needs of

his family. I strive to be that way every day.

+ Tell us what you love about your dads and father figures in the comments!

About Ian

Ian is � sci-fi geek, baseball enthusiast, and colorful socks connoisseur living in his

adopted hometown of Pittsburgh, PA. He's always writing some novel or another, and

would gladly talk to you for hours about why Tootsie is the greatest film of all time.

, family, father's day

« NEXT PREVIOUS »

One Response to Our Community Shares Stories About Their Rad Dads

Lauren 06/17/2015 at 8:53 am # 

These were such precious stories! Thanks for sharing! 
-Lauren 
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Shop Our Community’s Summertime Faves
By Ian on 06/29/2015 in Fashion, Street Style, Style Features

Need to refresh your warm-weather wardrobe? Look no further! We have plenty of

awesome styles to help you stock up on summer staples — and it just so happens that

� bunch of them are up to 50% o� this week! Since we can’t set o� fireworks inside the

o�ce, we celebrated by rounding up some of our community’s favorite items from the

sale. Peep their Style Gallery pics and product reviews below!

Georgi� Gallivanting Dress in Navy Dots
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UPDATE — Announcing the Winners of Our #CozyCombos Contest
By ModCloth on 10/21/2014 in Contests

The temperature’s dropping, which means separates season is heating up! We’re

celebrating fall and all of its fashionable layers with our #CozyCombos contest — � fab

way to share your seasonal styling ideas for � chance at � $100 gift certificate!

From October 21 through October 27, simply leave � review of your favorite ModCloth

tops and bottoms, let us know what you’d style them with, and include #cozycombos in

your reviews to enter. We’ll randomly select two — yep, TWO — lucky contestants, who’ll

each win � $100 gift certificate to use on whatever wow-worthy looks they’d like.
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Before you jump in, take � peek at these important deets:

The contest will run from 10 �.m. PT on 10/21 through 11:59 p.m. PT on 10/27.
The review doesn’t have to be for � fall item to be considered an entry — just make
sure it’s � top or bottom!
Each entry must be � true product review, meaning � review of an item you’ve
purchased from us or received as � gift.
Only one product review per item (top or bottom) purchased or gifted is allowed.
Enter as many times as you’d like!
Items that you review can’t be items you’ve previously reviewed.
The items you mention as your pairing don’t have to be from ModCloth (though it’s
certainly encouraged).
This contest is open to all customers, domestic and international.
Customers under 18 must have parental permission to participate.
Emailed submissions will not be accepted.
Need more information? Check out our O�cial Contest Rules.

All clear? Cool! We’re so excited to see all of your styling ideas. Good luck!

—————————————————————————–

UPDATE: Ladies and gentlemen, we have our winners! Congrats to our two lucky

contestants, who will each win � $100 GC!

Katie 

Her #CozyCombo: The Charter School Cardigan in Blue, paired with the Breathtaking

Tiger Lilies Skirt in Orange, the Ornithology Whiz Top, and brown oxfords.

Pamel� 

Her #CozyCombo: The Books and Crannies Pants, which she paired with � striped, blue

button down, � navy cardigan, and oxfords for work, and � cream sweater and red

sneakers for the weekend.

Thanks to everyone who participated in our li’l challenge. More contests are on their way,

so stay tuned!

http://www.modcloth.com/help/community_guidelines#contest-rules
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There’s � Lot to Love About Our Lakeside Libations Dress
By Ian on 07/08/2015 in Beauty

Have somewhere special to be this summer? Looking for � fetching frock that’ll make �

statement in any season? Meet our Lakeside Libations Dress! Running in � full range of

sizes, embellished with lovely lace, and available in sweet shades of Navy, Evergreen,

and Crimson, this stunning sheath is one of our faves. It’s also � hit with our marvelous

ModStylists®:

“The Lakeside Libations Dress is � great go-to for ladies of all body types who need

something fancier for � special occasion. As long as the sizing is right (and remember, the

ModStylists can point you to the perfect size for your measurements), every customer I

have seen in this form-fitting shift looks flawless and happy. It’s definitely � crowd-

pleaser.” – ModStylist Kelsey

But don’t just take our word for it! The Lakeside Libations Dress is also one of our

community’s most-loved and highest-rated items. We rounded up some of their chic

Style Gallery photos and rave product reviews so you can see for yourself…
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Travel Bug: #ModSummer in Pretty Pretty Pittsburgh
By Ian on 07/15/2015 in Crush-worthy, ModStylists, Travel Bug

ModCloth was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvani�, and boy do we love our hometown! Its

mix of history, culture, outdoor activities, and natural beauty means there’s something for

everyone. Since we’re all about staycations this #ModSummer, our ModStylists set out

to find some cool spots to spend hot days in the Steel City!

From left to right, our ModStylists are rocking the: Dazed and Enthused Dress, Vivid Verve Necklace, Simplicity on �
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Saturday Tunic in Grey, With Books to Match Skirt in Roses, One Splash Hurrah Dress, Celebrity Snapshots Sunglasses,

Serene Melodies Dress, Co�ee Cart Stop Cardigan, Don’t Worry, Bee Happy Sunglasses, Swedish Hasbeens Butterfly

Wishes Heel, Ropin’ and Wishin’ Dress, Cassiopei� Sandal in Cognac, Undisputed Class Watch in Gold/Black – Grande,

Hashtag Throwback Thursday Sunglasses

Klavon’s Ice Cream 

2801 Penn Ave.

Pittsburgh has � plethor� of great ice cream parlors, and Klavon’s is one of our favorites.

Originally established in 1923 (you’ll feel like you just stepped out of � time machine when

you walk in), this charming sweetshop serves ice cream, sundaes, floats, sodas, and

splits, and even has an old-fashioned candy counter. In the mood for something savory?

Try � delicious panini on Mancini’s famous bread!
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The Water Steps 

North Shore Riverfront Park

Sometimes you just need to sit down, dip your feet in some cool water, and gaze at �

profoundly picturesque skyline. If only you could indulge in all of these small luxuries at

once… oh wait, you can! Made up of sandstone blocks and cascading waterfalls, the

Water Steps combine play and public art into � peaceful perch that’s perfect for warm

weather.
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The Gateway Clipper Fleet

350 W. Station Square Dr.

Speaking of water — Pittsburgh sits at the confluence of three rivers, so we’d be remiss if

we didn’t mention some notable nautical fun! Made up of five riverboats, the Gateway

Clipper Fleet hosts dinner cruises, sightseeing tours, concerts, and parties along the

Monongahel�, Allegheny, and Ohio rivers. They even o�er � shuttle service from the

Station Square entertainment district to Heinz Field and PNC Park on the North Shore.

Ahoy, mateys!
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View all posts by Ian »

+ What sunny staycation spots does your hometown have to o�er?

About Ian

Ian is � sci-fi geek, baseball enthusiast, and colorful socks connoisseur living in his

adopted hometown of Pittsburgh, PA. He's always writing some novel or another, and

would gladly talk to you for hours about why Tootsie is the greatest film of all time.

, #ModSummer, outfit inspiration, The ModStylists

« NEXT PREVIOUS »
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Travel Bug: Lian� Skewes Shares the Beauty of Ballarat, Australi�
By ModCloth on 04/28/2015 in Crush-worthy, Travel Bug

Isn’t it fun to know you have something in common with � person on the opposite side of

the world? ModCloth fans can be found all over the globe, whether that’s down your

street or � hemisphere away. Take community member and blogger Lian� Skewes, of

Finding Femme, who lives in Ballarat, Australi�. She may be far from our US HQ, but after

hearing about her vintage adventures and delightful taste in afternoon outings, we’re

sure we and Lian� would be fast friends. Read her eloquent responses to our cross-

continental Q&A, and we bet you’ll feel the same!
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What, in your opinion, makes Ballarat unique? 

Ballarat is somewhere between � city and an Australian country town. It’s big enough to

be called � city, but everything is still so slow-paced and friendly. It’s got � surprising

number of striking, old, European style buildings because of the wealth that moved

through it when it was established as � city from � sheep station in the 1850s gold rush.

The indigenous people (the Wathaurong people) that lived on the site for 25,000 years

before the gold rush came call it ball� arat, which means “resting place”. It’s the perfect

name for this city and captures how peaceful it is here. It’s also the location of one of

Australi�’s only (and also its most significant) civil uprisings, and the home of the

awesome Doctor Blake Mysteries crime dram� which is set in the 1950s.
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Where is your absolute favorite place to spend time in Ballarat? 
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The Ballarat Botanic Gardens, which were opened in 1857. We’ve got � couple of good

cheese and delicatessen spots around town, so over spring, summer, and autumn it’s

easy to get � picnic together and end up lounging there under some of the massive old

trees. The significant trees in the gardens include some sequoiadendron giganteum (giant

sequoi� or redwoods) that are over 150 years old. There’s also � stunning statue

collection in � pavilion featuring my favourite statue: Flight From Pompeii. I wrote about

why I love this statue so much in � blog post here.

The gardens are next to Wendouree Lake, which is � large landmark of the city (6km or

3.7miles around), with black swans, heritage trams and stunning views of weeping willows

and tiny boat sheds. There are often yachts out on the lake, people in little white

rowboats, or people rowing on the old Olympic rowing course.

There are vintage trams running between the lake and the gardens and � tram museum

(trams don’t run in Ballarat anymore). Most of the seasonal events of the city are held

http://findingfemme.blogspot.com.au/2015/03/tweed-picnic-and-flight-from-pompeii.html
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here, like summer concerts and the Ballarat Begoni� Festival. Doctor Blake has episodes

with murders at both the lake and the gardens, if you are up for � fan tour.

What are some of your favorite places to eat and drink in Ballarat? 

If you visit Ballarat, you have to eat at Catfish, which is one of the best Thai restaurants in

the country. Their food is stunning, surprising, mouth-watering and unique. The chef is

incredible and draws inspiration from Thai street food, which makes it unlike most Thai

restaurants people get to experience. The menu is done as � banquet, and you can either

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/catfish.jpg
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choose your own food or ask the chef to choose for you, based on your dietary needs.

I also love L’Espresso. They make co�ee so delicious that even I as � non-co�ee drinker

must have one when I’m there. It reminds me � lot of New York, with tightly arranged

tables, and the feeling of being nestled in � little hidden gem. They are also � jazz music

store and have � wall of music for you to browse and jazz music playing. The menu is

seasonal and always great. There are � few writers and authors who live locally and also

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/lespresso.jpg
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frequent there. The pizz� and cronuts of Provedore are the best in Ballarat. Breakfast is

best done at L’Espresso or Open Pantry.

You wrote about � really interesting hat store on your blog. Are there many great

places to shop in or around Ballarat? 

Oh yeah! That’s the Gordon Hat Shoppe, which is located in Gordon, not far out of

Ballarat. Ballarat is surrounded by � bunch of little historic villages that are worth

exploring. Almost the entirety of Gordon is � crossroad with � pub on one corner and the

Hat Shoppe on the other. It is absolutely magnificent in the Hat Shoppe, but if you can’t

get there they also travel to local markets, and most of the little villages have � market. In

Ballarat, on Main Road just by Catfish, are � few vintage and antique stores that I adore.

There’s also � Mill Market on the edge of town by Provedore. Mill Markets are huge halls

where sellers combine their e�orts by all renting small allotments that create huge

spaces full of everything vintage and kitsch that you can lay your eyes on. I have found

the most incredible things at each of the Mill Markets. There are three Mill Market

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/floralshoppe-7299.jpg
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locations — Ballarat, Daylesford, and Geelong.

My sister inherited � stunning white crossed-stitched summer dress from our mum. A few

years ago I found one identical at the Ballarat Mill Market, so now we have matching

dresses. I’ve found � lot of beautiful books there, te� sets, vintage clothes and all my

kitchen chairs. If you like books though, you must get to the Clunes Booktown event.

Clunes is � sleepy country town that is so quiet its main street was used in the first post-

apocalyptic Mad Max film. For this one weekend each year, every shop, hall, street and

alley is filled with books, book-related activities, and good food.

Could you mention some other attractions that someone visiting Ballarat might like

to see? 

Remember that civil uprising I mentioned? It is known as the Eurek� Rebellion and had �

huge impact on democracy in Australi�. The symbol of the conflict is the homemade flag

that represented the resistance, who fought against the troopers: the Eurek� Flag. Those
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resisting the troopers and police saved the flag, and also cut o� pieces of it to keep with

them as mementos of their fight. The flag itself is now in possession of the Art Gallery,

but they have loaned it to the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eurek�, and you can

see it in person there.

The Ballarat Fine Art Gallery is the oldest regional art gallery in Australi�, and it has some

stunning old and new art works. They often have special exhibits on.

The best time to come to Ballarat is during autumn, especially during May because they

have my favorite event on: Ballarat Heritage Weekend. A steam train comes down to visit,

vintage cars and double-decker buses line the streets, we have � Tweed Ride, vintage

fashion parades, and there is also an Apron Festival. Autumn is when Ballarat is at its

most beautiful.

http://3t27ch3qjjn74dw66o1as187-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/BallaratHeritageWeekend.jpg
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View all posts by ModCloth »

You can’t come to Ballarat and not go to Sovereign Hill, though. It’s often mistaken as �

theme park, but is actually an amazing open-air museum of the 1850s goldfields. I’ve

written � bit about it here.

+Thanks so much for sharing, Lian�! Alright, readers — what part of the world do you call

home?

About ModCloth

With the combined writing powers of our scribing sta�, we bring you oodles of

collaborative features starring everything from contests and culture to behind-the-

scenes coverage of MC events and shenanigans. You're always saying you want to be

kept in the loop. Consider yourself lassoed.
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Travel Bug: Lindsey Sings the Praises of Singapore
By Ian on 06/10/2015 in Crush-worthy, Travel Bug

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to pick up and move across the world? We asked

just that to community member and blogger Lindsey, who’s moved from Georgi� to

South Kore� to Singapore — and done it all in style! Her awesome travel tips and

sightseeing suggestions have us wishing we could whisk away to explore Singapore for

ourselves. Check out our Q&A below, and read more from Lindsey over at The Belted

Pear!
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What have you learned from living abroad? 

I’ve learned to always say yes to adventure. That’s why you went abroad, right? When

someone invites you do something – and they will! – just say yes. I’ve learned how to

make kimchi (I hate kimchi), participated in � Sals� competition (I don’t really know how

to actually Sals�), gotten butt-naked in � room of women at � traditional sp� (o�cially

addicted now), and sat down at countless tables full of friendly strangers (which has

lead into some of the best nights of my life!). I have felt so awkward, unsure, and self-

conscious in all of these experiences. But having � good sense of humor and not taking

yourself seriously goes so far. I try to laugh o� the awkwardness and just enjoy the ride.

When you first moved to Singapore, how did you go about finding your way around

and discovering what the country has to o�er? 

For this American girl, double-decker buses are too much fun! Some weekends, I’ll jump

on any random bus, climb to the top level, and just take in the scenery. I also rely on

word of mouth for new information — locals and seasoned expats are full of valuable

information. I also follow many Singaporeans’ blogs and Instagram accounts.
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Where are some of your favorite places to spend time, eat, and shop in Singapore? 

Pual� Ubin (Bike Island). This little, quaint island is on the East Coast, where only about

100 people live. You can rent bikes for $10 � day and ride around the whole island. Most

of the trip you’ll only see lush jungle and maybe the occasional snake or wild boar. The

little village at the dock and the little houses tucked in the forest give visitors � glimpse

of what Singapore was sixty years ago.

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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Tanjong Beach Club on Sentos� Island might just be the chillest and most luxe, relaxing

place in Singapore for me. I like to grab � two-person lounge beach chair, order � few

drinks, and just settle in. And when I get hot, I have my choice of dipping into the swanky

pool or the ocean! Not to mention, their burgers might literally be the best burgers I’ve

ever had.

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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Little Indi� – I cannot stress enough how much I love this are� of town! You can smell

incense, marigolds, and spices walking down the streets, while catchy Bollywood music

blares from the shops. The colors are so bright here – on the buildings and the women’s

clothing. The mint-coriander chutney is my ultimate favorite at Delhi Restaurant. You can

go shopping for beautiful souvenirs at the Little Indi� Arcade, and I always go to

Mustaf�’s to moon over the saris.

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
http://delhi.com.sg/
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Surprisingly, Singapore has countryside! Bollywood Veggies is � charming, welcoming

restaurant located on � twelve-acre farm. Visitors can take � short tour around one end

of the farm and then sit down to enjoy the fruits of someone else’s labor! We usually get

the Warrior Vegetarian platter so we can have � little bit of everything — the potato curry

and the fried moring� are my favorite!

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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You haven’t seen Singapore until you’ve eaten at � hawker center (outdoor food court).

There is great debate about which is the best hawker (Glutton Bay, Maxwell, and Newton

Circus are popular ones). However, I’d suggest going to � non-touristy one. Walk around

any neighborhood, and underneath the large apartment complexes you’ll be sure to find

one. Nasi goreng, laks�, and roti prat� are some of my favorite dishes, and I’m obsessed

with the lime juice and milk te�. Here’s � little tip! Before you order your food, reserve

your table with � little packet of Kleenex.

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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Haw Par Vill� – I love this place so much! It’s � huge, crazy, colorful park filled with

sculptures depicting scenes from Chinese mythology. You might come for the cultural

experience, but you stay for the weather-worn mermaids, pig men, and spider

seductresses.
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Arab Street is � great mix of “trendy” and “traditional”. Each cafe-lined street o�ers �

great view of the Sultan Mosque, although I think Derwish Turkish Restaurant has the

best. They also have delicious kabobs! We like to go at sunset when you can hear the call

to prayer and see the sun hit the top of the mosque. This are� is also great for poking

around all the adorable, vintage-inspired clothing shops.

Your blog is very much about your personal style, but you mentioned in � recent

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Derwish-Halal-Turkish-Restaurant/226817847356840
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post that you’d rather spend money on traveling than clothes. How do you balance

having � unique, varied personal style with saving for travel? 

I’m not gonn� lie — it’s � constant struggle! Usually, � month before � trip, I go on

“shopping diets” where I try to not buy anything that’s not mandatory. I also tend to only

buy things that are on sale or thrifted. I also try to regularly schedule clothing swaps with

my friends. And I typically only spend my fun money on traveling and clothing. Otherwise,

I dye my own hair, I do my own nails, I don’t buy � lot of makeup or hair products, and I

don’t really buy many purses or shoes.

Do you have any advice for someone living abroad for the first time? 

Be patient. Just keep trying and allow yourself to fail once in � while. No amount of

research or preparation is going to prepare you for the confusion of navigating through �

new culture and that’s okay. You’ll figure it out.

Also, keep yourself healthy. When your routine is disrupted, it’s easy to let that one fall by

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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the wayside. Once I was able to figure out an exercise routine that worked for me, I felt

more in control of my day-to-day life.

Keeping yourself mentally healthy is just as important. What I’ve observed is that the

most well-adjusted people who live abroad keep busy doing things that make them feel

accomplished and happy. For me, that’s always been my blog! Also, stay in touch with

loved ones but minimize social medi� usage. “FOMO” can turn into homesickness if you

let it.

Is there anything else you think readers and potential travelers would like to know

about Singapore? 

Always pack sunglasses, an umbrell� and � cardigan in your bag. The weather can change

at � drop of � hat, but I’ll guarantee it will be always be hot and humid – until you step

http://www.modcloth.com/style-gallery/users/6232165
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View all posts by Ian »

inside. Then it’s freezing!

+Thanks for sharing your adventures with us, Lindsey! Your turn, readers — if you could

move anywhere in the world, where would it be?

About Ian

Ian is � sci-fi geek, baseball enthusiast, and colorful socks connoisseur living in his

adopted hometown of Pittsburgh, PA. He's always writing some novel or another, and

would gladly talk to you for hours about why Tootsie is the greatest film of all time.

, community feature, Q&As, wanderlust
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3 Responses to Travel Bug: Lindsey Sings the Praises of Singapore

Nadi� 06/10/2015 at 8:47 pm # 

I love all the pictures! And now I want � yellow polk� dot skirt!

If I could move anywhere in the world, I would love to move to Istanbul.
East meets West!

Reply

SaraLily 06/1½015 at 6:17 am # 

This was such � cool read! I have been traveling abroad � lot for my job this
year and it’s been quite the adventure! Loved reading about Lindsey’s

experiences!
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